J.C. & Sylvia Campbell —

my Name is Nathan Bezoff. I was the Chief Radioman on board the EVANS when she went Down in 1969. A month or so ago I received a nice note from you and a membership Notice. I have responded years ago but have not kept up my dues. My health is such that I know I cannot travel to Reunion, etc.

About the same time my younger son Bennett researched the EVANS log on the Computer. He made contact with an (MM3) Roy Peters in REESE, CA.

I didn't know Roy on the Ship but we have had a couple nice phone conversations thanks to my Son's interest. Roy told me of an EVANS Memorial Museum being established. I had some memorabilia which I felt would be of interest and he said I could send it Via him as a donation to that Museum.

These were a picture of most of the EVANS officers at the E-2C in Porte Harbor in April 1969 on the way out. It was the initial
Party for Bill King who died in the Brooklyn. Also some pictures of the aft end of the Evans and rescue ships on June 30. Also the handout given to participants at the memorial service given at NAFSTA Long Beach before the crew flew home.

And most important I think, a copy of the radio message sent from USS Kearsarge June 2nd 1969 listing all known survivors. This was an original copy which we used as a master list for the crew the next day as seen by the V marks etc. Probably the only copy in existence.

At any rate Roy has confirmed receipt of the items by phone and says he will arrange getting them to you (the association). He wants to make copies of them for himself.

I write because I want to please hear from you when these things have been received by the association for whatever use you deem appropriate. So please let me hear from you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]